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Abstract
Background: This study examined the social synchronization in children with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) when responding to others’ joint attention. Social synchronization refers to an individuals’ temporal
coordination during social interactions, which has been found to play a crucial role in social development.
Deficient joint attention has been repeatedly found in individuals with autism spectrum disorder, and
previous studies have demonstrated various explanations about it. In a more recent perspective, joint
attention could be associated with spontaneous social motor synchronization, and it is possible to
explore social synchronization as a pathway to understanding the impairments of joint attention in
children with ASD.
Methods: Forty-one children aged 5 to 8 with ASD and 43 age-matched typically developing (TD) children
watched a video to completed the response to joint attention (RJA) tasks, during which their gaze data
were collected. The synchronization of gaze-shift behaviors between children and the female model in the
video was measured with the cross-recurrence quantification analysis (CRQA).
Results: We found that children with ASD had the ability, to some extent, to synchronize their gaze shifts
with the female model in the video during RJA tasks. However, compared to the TD children, children with
ASD displayed lower levels of synchronization and longer latency in this synchronized behavior.
Limitations: The RJA task in our study was not a real social interaction task but rather a one-way
interaction. Social interaction between two persons through live video or a natural scenario should be
further explored. Besides, additional work is necessary to determine whether our findings generalize to
individuals across the full autism spectrum.
Conclusion: These findings provide a new avenue to deepen our understanding of the impairments of
joint attention in children with ASD. Notably, the analytic method can be further applied to explore the
social synchronization of numerous other social interactive behaviors in ASD. Additionally, the
impairment of social synchronization may be a new implicit indicator for the evaluation of autism and
can be utilized to screen children with ASD along with other indicators.

Background
Social synchronization refers to an individuals’ temporal coordination during social interactions[1].
Particularly, it includes various social communicative processes such as joint attention, imitation, turntaking, non-verbal social communicative exchanges, affect sharing, and engagement [2]. Notably, social
synchronization has been found to play a crucial role in social development [3]. For instance, interactional
synchronization in mother-infant interactions is imperative for the development of social relations and
language learning[4, 5]. Additionally, social synchronization has been found to be associated with
children’s social responsiveness [6], social rapport[7, 8], social perception[9], cooperation[10-12], positive
interpersonal relationships[13, 14], as well as with a better understanding of the thoughts and actions of
others[15]. Some researchers have proposed that social synchronization could be a potentially significant
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pathway to understanding the underlying mechanisms of impairments in social functioning, such as joint
attention, cooperation, and comprehending the intentionality of others [16, 17]. This study aimed to
explore social synchronization during joint attention in typically developing (TD) children as well as in
children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).
Joint attention (JA), typically emerging between 6 and 9 months in infants, is a social skill which shares
the focus of attention with another individual to a common point of reference. JA involves following (i.e.,
responding to joint attention, RJA) and directing (i.e., initiating of joint attention, IJA) another person’s
focus of attention towards a target [18, 19]. Joint attention is a vital social skill, which is found to be
predictive of subsequent development of language [20-23] and social skills [19, 24, 25]. It is also
associated with development of the theory of mind [26], emotional regulation [27], and cognitive
development [24, 28, 29].
Deficient joint attention has been generally found in individuals with ASD, a neurodevelopmental disorder
characterized by impairments of social interaction, communication and restricted, repetitive patterns of
behavior and interests [30]. Previous studies have identified that children with ASD demonstrate fewer
responses to others’ joint attention beginning at an early age [31-34]. Although other studies reflect that
children with ASD exhibit an intact ability to follow the gazes of others, they display a shorter period of
engagement in the target of others’ attention [35], and slower correct gaze shifts from the person to the
attended object compared to TD children [32, 36]. Why do children with ASD display atypical ability to
respond to joint attention? One possible explanation could be attributed to the fact that children with ASD
have difficulties in attending to and interpreting referential cues in social contexts, such as an agent’s eye
gaze or head turn to understand an agent’s intentions [37, 38]. Meanwhile, they could also demonstrate
diminished monitoring and responsivity to social cues that signal goal-directedness [39]. Besides, their
impairments in joint attention could be accounted for by a lack of social motivation, atypical resistance
to distraction, enhanced parallel perception, and atypical execution of volitional actions such as gaze
dyspraxia [40, 41]. In a more recent perspective, RJA could be associated with spontaneous social motor
synchronization, a type of social synchronization. To respond to joint attention, it is necessary for
children to initially attend to the social cue while also possessing the motivation to respond to it.
Considering the role of social motor synchronization in constructing social bonds with other people and
responding to social cues [3] as well as autistic people’s difficulty in synchronizing their movements with
another person [6, 16, 42-44], it is reasonable to explore social synchronization as a pathway to
understanding the impairments of RJA in children with ASD.
To examine the social synchronization of children with ASD during joint attention, we used the RJA task
adapted from Senju and Csibra [45]. In this task, we presented children with a video depicting a female
model turning toward one of the two objects, and recorded children’s eye movements when watching the
video to examine their gaze-following behavior. Considering that social interaction is essentially a
continuous process, we analyzed all the trials as a whole continuous process through the use of crossrecurrence quantification analysis (CRQA) to examine the synchronization of gaze-shift behaviors
between children and the female model in the video. Notably, CRQA can quantify how similarly two
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observed data series unfold over time [46, 47]. This is not to mention that it also reflects the degree of
synchronization as well as the level of delay in synchronization between pairs of people [15]. This
method has been employed to measure different behavioral coordinations between individuals, such as
the shared postural configurations of two people engaged in a conversation [48], and the looking
behaviors of infants and their caregivers when actively playing with toys [49].
In this study, we applied the cross-recurrence quantification analysis to measure the synchronization of
gaze-shift behaviors between children and the female model in the video during the RJA tasks. Previous
research has identified that children with ASD exhibited the intact ability to follow gaze, but there was
reduced time spent on the attended objects and slower correct gaze shifts [32, 35, 36]. Accordingly, we
expected that children with ASD in our study would demonstrate the ability to synchronize their gaze
shifts with the female model in the video during RJA tasks. Notably however, their latency in this
synchronized behavior would be longer and their level of synchronization would also be lower than TD
children.

Method
Participants
A total of 84 children aged 5 to 8 participated in the study, including 41 children with ASD (37 males, 4
females) and 43 TD children (38 males, 5 females). One child with ASD and three TD children were
excluded from analysis due to poor eye movement data quality (see “Data Analysis” section for details),
resulting in 40 children with ASD (36 males, 4 females) and 40 TD children (36 males, 4 females) in the
final sample. Children with ASD were recruited from Peking University Sixth hospital, and had been
diagnosed by two professional child psychiatrists according to DSM-5 [30]. The diagnosis was confirmed
using the Chinese version of the Autism Spectrum Quotient - Children's Version (AQ-Child; [50]. The
exclusion criteria for the ASD group were as follows: (a) AQ-Child score < 73 [51]; (b) having severe
psychiatric disorders or physical diseases; (c) having uncorrected hearing or visual impairments (d)
unable to cooperate with the eye-tracking test. The TD sample was recruited from local communities by
advertisements online as well as from local primary schools in Beijing. The two groups were matched by
chronological age and non-verbal IQ score (measured by Raven’s Test, see Table 1). Detailed descriptions
of participant characteristics can be found in Table 1.
Ethical considerations
This study was approved by the Ethical Committee in Peking University Sixth Hospital and conducted
based on the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. All parents and children gave written consent before the onset
of the experiment.
Stimuli
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Children were asked to watch a video (lasting for 84 s) depicting a female model sitting behind a table
where two identical objects were placed (Figure 1). The video consists of two rounds, which features
different objects and each round includes four responding to joint attention (RJA) tasks. At the beginning
of each round, the model’s face is covered by a cartoon accompanied with a voiceover, ‘Look!’ so as to
attract the child’s attention. The cartoon then disappears, revealing the model’s face. The model looks
straight into the camera, smiling for about 5 s. Then, the four RJA tasks/trials are presented in random
order. There are two different cues (only gaze shifting, gaze and head shifting simultaneously) in the RJA
tasks. Each cue appears twice in each round, once to the left and once to the right (the positions are
counterbalanced across trials). In each task/trial, the model shifts gaze which is either accompanied by
the gesture of turning her head towards one of the two objects after looking straight into the camera for
about 300 ms, or not doing so. Then, the model continues to look at the attended object for 4 s and turns
back to look straight at the participant for 3 s at the end of the task where a cartoon character appears
beside the attended object.
Procedure
After arriving at the lab, the parents sign the consent form and complete the AQ-child questionnaire. Then,
the child is taken to the eye-tracking lab and is seated in the chair at a distance of 60 cm in front of a 17inch LCD monitor (1680×1050 pixels resolution). A 5-point calibration procedure is then conducted to
calibrate their eye movements. During the calibration process, the child is instructed to fixate on the five
red calibration points which appear sequentially in the center and four corners of the screen. The
calibration is repeated to many times necessary until both eyes achieve good mapping on all five
calibration points (smaller than a 2° visual angle). After the calibration, the child is asked to watch the
video and no further instruction is provided. The two rounds of the video contains a total of eight RJA
tasks/trials which are played randomly. Eye movement data were recorded throughout the entire
experiment.
Measures
The Autism Spectrum Quotient - Children's Version (AQ-Child; [50] is a parent-report questionnaire, which
consists of 50 items created to measure autistic traits in children between the ages of 4 and 11. Here, we
used the Chinese version of the AQ-Child [51] to assess each of the five domains: (1) social skill (2)
attention switching (3) attention to detail (4) communication (5) imagination. Parents rated the extent to
which they agree or disagree with the statements about their child on a 4-point scale (0 represented
definitely agree, 1 slightly agree, 2 slightly disagree, and 3 definitely disagree). Higher scores of AQ-Child
denote higher levels of autistic traits. The AQ score has been shown to have high sensitivity (96%) and
specificity (90%) at a cut-off of 73 and has good test-retest reliability (92%) [51]. In this sample, the mean
AQ score of the ASD group was 85.8 ± 8.6.
Data Analysis

Data preprocessing
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Gaze data were recorded using a Tobii T120 eye tracker and Tobii Studio software (Tobii Technology,
Stockholm, Sweden). Three rectangular areas of interests (AOIs) were defined: one covered the female
model’s face while the other two covered the two objects (see Figure 1). Raw gaze data (i.e., sample data)
were extracted from the Tobii Studio software. Notably, trials with more than 50% invalid gaze data
(defined as validity codes > 1 from Tobii raw data) were excluded from the analysis. To ensure the data’s
quality, we excluded children with fewer than six valid trials after trial rejection from further analyses.

Cross-Recurrence quantification analysis of two gaze data streams
Cross-recurrence quantification analysis (CRQA) (Xu et al., 2020) was applied to quantify coordinated
attention between children and the female model, and to measure their temporal coupling with different
degrees of time lags. The precise timing information for the gaze data streams of the children and the
female model can be depicted graphically in what we refer to as the ‘cross-recurrence plot.’ Here, the gaze
data of one child and the female model was used during RJA tasks as a reference to explain the method.
As depicted in Figure 2, the horizontal dimension represents the child’s gaze stream over time while the
vertical dimension represents the female model’s gaze stream over time. We calculated synchrony during
the RJA trials (Figure 1c & 1d). Additionally, the central diagonal line in the cross-recurrence plot provides
a measure of synchrony when simultaneously looking to the same AOI. Specifically speaking, the colored
pixels on the diagonal line indicate that the eyes of the child and the female model were fixated on the
same object or they were directly looking at each other (when the female model was looking directly and
the child was looking at the model’s face). The white pixels demonstrate that the child and the female
model were not fixated on the same AOI. Meanwhile, the pixels in other diagonal lines that are parallel to
the central diagonal line of the plot reflect time-shifted recurrences between the gaze of the child and the
female model. These pixels depict whether the child and the female model were fixated on the same AOI
or if they expressed a mutual gaze but with some delay (time unit: 1/120 seconds based on the sample
rate of the eye tracker). To quantify the patterns of synchronization in these two data streams, we
generated the cross-recurrence lag profiles through computing the percentage match (or percentage
recurrence, %REC) along all the diagonal lines in the cross-recurrence plot. These profiles reflect the
synchronization between two data streams at a different time lag. It should be noted that the current task
was not a real social interaction task and the female model could not respond to the children’s gaze, thus
the percentage recurrence along the lower right diagonal lines was reported.
Three statistical analyses were applied to examine whether children with ASD exhibited atypical social
synchronization patterns with the female model compared to TD children. Particularly, the
synchronization patterns of the ASD and the TD groups were compared with chance separately, and then
with each other. Then, we assessed whether group membership could be predicted from the percentage
recurrence at different time lags through using a machine learning algorithm to validate the above
inferential statistical analyses. All the detailed descriptions of the methods can be found in the
supplementary materials online.

Results
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Synchronization between the eye movements of the children and the female model
Figure 3 depicts the average percentage recurrence in the ASD and TD group pairings for each time lag,
with “0” indicating simultaneous fixations to the corresponding AOIs (including mutual gaze). The curve
to the right of “0” reflects that the female model’s looks to an AOI that was followed by a look to the same
AOI by the child within the defined lag. The black line below depicts a lag time at which the child and the
female model look at the same AOI at above-chance levels. As demonstrated in Figure 3, both groups
were not randomly looking around the video, which reflected in their above-chance performance of gaze
following. The ASD group began following the female model’s look to the same AOI at above-chance
levels 800 ms after the model shifted her gaze or turned her head, Meanwhile, the TD group immediately
followed the female model’s orientation as the model shifted her gaze or turned her head.
We then compared the synchronization patterns of children with the female model between the ASD and
the TD groups. The baselines of the two groups differed (Figure 3) due to the different gaze data loss rate
(when the child looked at blank spaces or looked off the screen or blinked), making the two groups
incomparable. To resolve this issue, we subtracted each child’s percentage recurrence at different time
lags by his/her baseline which was generated through shuffling the temporal order of each child’s eyemovement sequence 1000 times and calculating the average recurrence with the female model.
Figure 4 illustrates the difference of the percentage recurrence between the two groups with the adjusted
baseline. The black line below indicates the lag time at which the average percentage recurrence in the
ASD and TD group were significantly different. The average percentage recurrence in the ASD group was
lower than that of the TD group at the lag time between 0 and 2883 ms. This is not to mention that the
maximum recurrence between the model and children of the two groups was different as well, with 6.57%
in the ASD group and 8.59% in the TD group. The lag time at which their eye movements overlap the
most, is 3292 ms in the ASD group and 2025 ms in the TD group.
The classification performance of the RJA tasks
The support vector machine (SVM) was used with linear kernel [52], which has been widely utilized in
psychiatry research as a classification algorithm to evaluate the prediction performance. Overall,
classification performance resulted in 60% accuracy. The sensitivity and specificity were 63% and 58%,
respectively. The area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) was 0.63.
The permutation test reflected that the prediction was higher than the random level, p = 0.042.

Discussion
In this study, we explored the atypical patterns of social synchronization during response to joint
attention in children with ASD through utilizing the analytical method of cross-recurrence quantification
analysis (CRQA). Consistent with our hypotheses, children with ASD was identified to possess the ability,
to some extent, to synchronize their gaze shifts with the female model in the video during the RJA tasks.
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Compared to the TD children however, they displayed lower levels of synchronization and longer latency
in this synchronized behavior.
First, we discovered that when compared with the baselines, both groups were looking at the same AOI
with the female model at above-chance levels, indicating that they were not looking randomly during the
RJA tasks. This further suggests that children with ASD can, to some extent, respond to social cues such
as gaze shift and head turn. This finding is consistent with previous studies which demonstrate that
children with ASD had the ability to follow gaze during RJA tasks [35, 36]. Upon comparing the two
groups however, we found that the level of gaze-shift synchronization in children with ASD was still lower
than that in the TD children. This suggests that the ability to synchronize the gaze shifts with social
partners in children with ASD, although above the chance level, is still poorer than TD children. The level
of synchronization here was determined by the length of time children spent on the same AOIs where the
female model also looked. Here, we assume that that the level of synchronization could be influenced by
two factors: gaze following accuracy (the children follow the female model’s gaze to the attended object),
and the duration of fixations at the female model's face or the attended objects. Vivanti et al. [34] has
found that children with ASD demonstrated decrease attention to the model’s face when the model
looked straight during RJA tasks. Bedford et al. [35] and Falck-Ytter et al. [36] have also noted that the
time they spent on the attended objects was shorter than that in the TD group despite the intact gaze
following accuracy in the ASD group. These factors could all contribute to the low level of
synchronization in the ASD group during the RJA tasks. The reason why children with ASD allocated less
attention to the attended object could be attributed to their difficulty in understanding communicative
meaning of the social referential cues such as gaze shift [35]. Based on the previous study, the eyelooking time positively correlated with the subsequent attention on the object in TD children, but this is
not the case in children with ASD. It reflected that these children were impaired in understanding the
social meaning of gaze and could not actively utilize gaze cues to determine their attention like the TD
children [53]. Ultimately, our results suggest deficient synchronization performance during RJA in children
with ASD, which may result in an insufficient process of social information during social interaction such
as joint attention.
Second, a delayed social synchronization was identified during joint attention in ASD. Unlike TD children
who promptly demonstrated gaze-shift synchronization in responding to the female model’s gaze shift,
children with ASD displayed a longer latency to respond to it. In addition, the lag time at which the ASD
group had the best synchronization performance was longer than that in TD group. Such a longer latency
in gaze-shift behavior of children with ASD was also identified in some previous studies concerning RJA
[32].These results together suggest that children with ASD had an impairment of synchronization in the
dimension of time, and they were not as sensitive to social cues such as gaze shifts as compared with
TD children. As responding to the social cues in a timely manner can help people effectively capture
some useful but ephemeral information in social interactions, it is vital to explore the latency in social
synchronization as well as the motivating reasons. Here, it was speculated that this latency could be
accounted for by several factors. First, children with ASD may have difficulties in interpreting social cues
[37, 38], so they need more time to process these cues before responding to them. Second, previous
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studies have found that children with ASD are resistant to distraction and may need more time to
disengage from the model’s face or the attended object [54, 55]. Third, some research has suggested that
children with ASD also suffer from gaze dyspraxia, suggesting that they have eye-motor difficulties in
looking where another person is pointing or if they are asked to look [40]. As a result, it may be the
incapability of gaze movement rather than the deficit in intentionality to respond to the gaze shift that
underlies the delayed latency of gaze-shift synchronization. The combination of these three factors could
contribute to the delay in gaze-shift synchronization of children with ASD, and more future evidence is
required to support this conclusion.
Third, we further reviewed whether group membership could be predicted from the percentage recurrence
through using a machine learning method as a supplementary analysis to verify the traditional analytical
methods applied in this study. Generally, it was found that the overall classification performance resulted
in 60% accuracy which differed from chance. This implies that the performance of gaze-shift
synchronization could be a potential indicator to differentiate children with ASD from TD children.
Meanwhile however, considering the low sensitivity and specificity of the single indicator, it is necessary
to combine other characteristic indicators of ASD, such as the geometric preference [56], the abnormality
in face scanning [57, 58], and facial affect recognition [59]. This is especially crucial in building a more
effective and reliable model to effectively screen children with ASD.
In this study, it was found that children with ASD exhibited impairment of social synchronization during
joint attention. However, certain questions still remain concerning the relationship between the
impairments of social synchronization and joint attention in ASD. Here, it has been proposed that there
are three possible relationships between them. First, the impairment of social synchronization could be
an underlying mechanism of impairments of joint attention in children with ASD. Notably, some
researchers suggest that the impairment of social synchronization ability during the neonatal period may
disrupt the development of joint attention between the 6 to 9 month period. It should be noted that this
could lead to difficulties in building social and emotional bonds with caregivers, as well as in
understanding and responding to social cues [3]. Second, there may be some common underlying
mechanisms of social synchronization and joint attention. For instance, both require the perception and
information processing from others’ actions as well as the social motivation to attend to and respond to
the social interactions of others. Third, joint attention could play an imperative role in social
synchronization. With the ability to synchronize with others’ movements, people need to attend to the
rhythms of others while also understanding or even inferring their intentions through the ability of joint
attention. Generally speaking, it is difficult to reach a unanimous conclusion about their relationship in
the current study, and more future evidence is needed to reach a conclusion.
In our study, we explored the impairment of joint attention from a new perspective —social
synchronization: through a classical RJA paradigm and attained direct evidence concerning the
impairment of synchronization in joint attention. In previous studies, the gaze following of children with
ASD was demonstrated in discrete experimental trials without considering social interaction to be a
continuous adaptational and coordinated behavior. Furthermore, these studies also ignored the
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redirection of the attention to the partner’s face to form the mutual gaze after gaze following, which is
suggested to be a critical component of joint attention. These limitations suggest a serious gap in
obtaining a comprehensive understanding of how children with ASD coordinate and synchronize visual
attention. This is especially with others in the complex social contexts of everyday life with moving heads
and eye gaze in a continuous manner. Our study bridged this gap through using the CRQA method to
investigate the continuous adaptation of the attention of autistic children to the visual attention of others.
Through this analytic method, a more comprehensive understanding of social synchronization can be
obtained compared with previous studies about social motor synchronizations [3, 6, 16]. In the dimension
of time, we could explore the latency of gaze-shift synchronization during the RJA tasks. In the dimension
of synchronization level, we will not only simultaneously understand the synchronization performance
but also obtain crucial information of this at different lag times. Moreover, this method can be further
applied in other social interactions such as social communicative exchanges, cooperation and imitation,
and provide a new pathway to understanding the social defects in children with ASD.

Limitations
Five main considerations emerged from the current findings. First, the RJA task in our study was not a
real social interaction task but rather a one-way interaction, that is, the child responded to the female
model in the video. Social interaction between two persons through live video or a natural scenario that
can reflect real social situations in daily life should be further explored in the future investigations.
Second, social synchronization includes various social interactive behaviors, and we solely focused on
social synchronization during joint attention. Social synchronization in many other aspects of social
interactions, such as face-to-face communication, imitation, turn-taking, cooperation, and joint actions,
should be further examined so as to better grasp the social defects in ASD.
Third, previous studies have identified increased interpersonal neural synchronization in the frontal cortex
during cooperative interactions in ASD and TD people, and weaker neural synchronization could predict
poorer cooperative performance [60, 61]. Here, the behavioral performance of social synchronization
during joint attention was analyzed. Future studies could combine the examination of the underlying
neural mechanisms of social synchronization during joint attention along with other social behaviors.
Fourth, the female model in our video is a stranger to the children. Considering the relationship between
the dyads may affect the social interaction [62], it is necessary to consider different types of partners,
such as parent-child, peers, and teacher-student, when examining the social interactive behaviors of
children with ASD in future investigations.
Lastly, children with ASD who participated in our study had a relatively high IQ. However, it should be
noted that, but in fact, there are also many children with ASD who have intellectual disabilities. So the
results that were identified here can not be applied for all the children with ASD. Notably, children with
ASD who also have intellectual disabilities should be considered for future studies. Besides, children
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between the ages of 5–8 were also studied so other age groups, especially those of younger ages, should
be assessed for early screening.

Conclusion
We examined social synchronization in children with ASD as a new pathway to better understand their
impairment of joint attention. However, joint attention is just one of the many behaviors that involve
social synchronization. Our analytic method can be applied in future studies so as to explore the social
synchronization of many other social interactive behaviors in ASD, and can offer behavioral evidence
which can be combined with the study in neural synchronization. Additionally, the impairment of social
synchronization may be a new implicit indicator for the evaluation of autism and can be utilized to screen
children with ASD along with other indicators. Besides, such an understanding of the synchronizing
impairments of different social interactions can reveal significant implications for developing new
training protocols to improve interpersonal interactions and serve as an indicator for more efficient
assessments in ASD interventions.
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Tables
Table 1. Participant characterization
Measure

ASD (N=40)

TD (N=40)

P value

t

Male/Female ratio

36/4

36/4

-

-

Age (in years)

6.6±0.8

6.7±0.6

0.544

-0.61

Non-verbal IQa

114.5±22.8

119.3±18.1

0.301

-1.04

AQ-childb

85.8 ± 8.6.

-

-

-

Note. ASD = autism spectrum disorder; TD = typically developing. a Non-verbal IQ was measured using
the Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices [63]. b AQ-child = the Autism Spectrum Quotient - Children's
Version.
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Figure 1
Screenshots of the video of the response to joint attention tasks. A and B were two rounds of the video
where the objects on the table differed. (a) At the beginning of each round, the model’s face was covered
by a cartoon accompanied by a voiceover (‘Look!’) to attract the child’s attention. (b) The model looks
straight into the camera, smiling at the participant for about 5 s. (c) The RJA task begins, the model shifts
her gaze towards one of the two objects after looking straight into the camera for about 0.3 s and
continues to look at the attended object for 4 s. (d) The model turns back to face the camera for 3 s at the
end of the task where a cartoon character appears beside the attended object. Areas of interests (AOI) are
highlighted by red rectangles which do not appear in the video of RJA tasks. The person represented in
the figure has permitted to publish the images in all formats.
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Figure 2
An example of cross-recurrence plot. The two gaze data streams at the left and bottom represent the AOIs
that the female model and the child were looking at over time, respectively. The colors at the center region
represent the fact that the child and the female model were looking at the same object (the red or green
pixels) or directly looking at each other (the blue pixels) at different time lags (the numbers at the x- and
y- axes represent sample points, time unit: 1/120 seconds).
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Figure 3
Average cross-recurrence at different time lags in the ASD and TD group pairings. The baseline of each
group was generated by shuffling the temporal order of each child's eye-movement sequence 1000 times
and calculating the average percentage recurrence with the female model for each child, and then
averaging the percentage recurrence across the children for each group. The black line below indicated
the lag time at which the child and the female model were looking at the same AOI at above-chance
levels.
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Figure 4
The comparison of average cross-recurrence between the ASD and TD group pairing with the baseline
adjusted. The black line below indicates the lag time at which the average percentage recurrence in the
ASD and TD group were significantly different.
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